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Dear Editor,

Thank you for the comments and valuable suggestions in improving the manuscript. We have revised the manuscript and made the necessary corrections as suggested by the reviewer. Kindly find herewith the detailed response to the individual queries and comments of the reviewer.

Thanking you,
Yours sincerely,
Dr Gajanan D Wagholikar

Reviewer's comments and response:

Comment:
To mention the effective treatment modality as injection therapy, two cases are not acceptable, it can be only a suggestion:
Response:
The necessary corrections have been made in the abstract as well as the manuscript. Injection therapy has been stated as one of the important treatment alternatives (along side other options).

Comment:
The treatment modalities should be expressed in more details. For instance, although band ligation plays an important role in endoscopic treatment of upper gi bleedings including Dieulafoy lesions, it is not discussed in this manuscript. References can be updated. Extra gastric location of the lesion can be stressed with examples.
Response:
The necessary changes as suggested have been made. The current literature and comparative data pertaining to endoscopic treatment modalities have been added. Endoscopic band ligation has been included and discussed in the manuscript. References have been updated. Extragastric Dieulafoy lesions have been discussed with examples.